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Abstract
In this paper we study the influence of quantization on the features used in on-line handwriting recognition in order to apply discrete single and multiple
stream HMMs. It turns out that the separation of the
features in statisticaly independent streams influences
the performance of the recognition system: using the
discrete “pressure” feature as an example, we show
that the statistical dependencies between the features
are as important as their proper quantization.
In an experimental section we show that a continuous state-of-the-art system for on-line handwritten whiteboard note recognition can be outperformed
by r = 2.0 % relative in word level accuracy using a
three stream discrete HMM system with well chosen
streams. A relative improvement of r = 4.5 % can be
achieved when comparing a single stream HMM system with the best performing mutliple stream HMM
system.
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1. Introduction
In modern on-line handwriting recognition,
Hidden-Markov-Models (HMMs, [15; 18]) have
proven to be the classifier of choice [13], due to their
capability of modeling time-dynamic sequences of
variable lengths. HMMs also compensate for statistical variations in those sequences. More recently, they
were introduced for on-line handwritten whiteboard
note recognition [9].
Commonly, in a handwriting recognition system,
each symbol (for the purposes of this paper, each
character) is represented by a single HMM (either discrete or continuous). By combining character-HMMs,
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words are recognized using a dictionary. While high
recognition rates are reported for isolated word recognition systems, e. g. [5], performance considerably
drops when it comes to unconstrained handwritten
sentence recognition [9]: the lack of previous word
segmentation introduces new variability and therefore
requires more sophisticated character recognizers. An
even more demanding task is the recognition of handwritten whiteboard notes as introduced in [9]. Due to
the conditions described in [9], one may characterize
the problem of on-line whiteboard note recognition as
“difficult”.
One distinguishes between continuous and discrete
HMMs. The latter are further divided into discrete
single and multiple stream HMMs [16]. In case of continuous HMMs, the observation probability is modeled by mixtures of Gaussians [15]. It is known that
the performance of a handwriting recognition systems
depends on both the number of Gaussians used and
the number of iterations for which each Gaussian is
trained [4]. Therefore, exhaustive optimizations are
needed when using continuous HMMs. In case of discrete HMMs, the probabilities are estimated by counting each discrete symbol’s occurrences [15]. The probability density function of the observation is thereby
derived exactly and not approximated by Gaussians,
as in case of continuous HMMs. However, in order
to transform the continuous handwriting data into
discrete symbols, vector quantization (VQ) is performed, which introduces a quantization error. While
in automatic speech recognition (ASR) continuous
HMMs have gained wide acceptance, it remains unclear whether discrete or continuous HMMs should
be used in on-line handwriting [16] and whiteboard
note recognition in particular.
In this paper we discuss the use of discrete single
and multiple stream HMMs for the task of on-line
whiteboard note recognition with respect to varying

codebook-sizes and the number of streams. While
ASR features generally are continuous in nature, in
handwriting recognition continuous, discrete, and binary features are used [9]. We prove that the feature
describing the pen “pressure” is not quantized adequately when performing vector quantization due to
quantization errors. In this paper we therefore form
groups of features which are quantized separately and
show that an improvement can be achieved using certain multiple stream configurations.
To that end, the next section gives a brief overview
of the general preprocessing and feature extraction
system for whiteboard note recognition. Section 3
reviews VQ and both discrete single and multiple
stream HMMs. Five different discrete HMM recognition systems used and evaluated in this paper are
briefly summarized in Sec. 4. In an experimental
section (Sec. 5), the database used for evaluation is
explained and the formerly introduced systems are
evaluated. In addition, our system is compared to a
state-of-the-art continuous system to prove competitiveness. Finally, conclusions and an outlook for further work are presented in Sec. 6.

2. System Overview
For recording the handwritten whiteboard data
the eBeam-System1 is used. For further information refer to [9]. After recording, the sampled data
(which is sampled equidistantly neither in time nor
space) is preprocessed and normalized as a first step.
The data is thereby resampled in order to achieve an
equidistant sampling in space. Then, a histogrambased skew- and slant-correction is performed as described in [7]. Finally all text lines are normalized to
meet a distance of “one” between the upper and lower
baseline similar to [3].
Following the preprocessing, 24 features are extracted from the recorded data, resulting in a 24dimensional feature vector f (t) = (f1 (t), . . . , f24 (t))T
derived from the three-dimensional data vector (sample points) st = (x(t), y(t), p(t))T . The state-of-theart features for handwriting recognition [6] and recently published new features for whiteboard note
recognition [9] used in this paper are briefly listed
below. Commonly, the features can be divided into
two classes: on-line and off-line features. As on-line
features we extract
f1 : indicating the pen “pressure”, i. e. f1 = 1 if the
pen’s touches hits the whiteboard and f1 = 0 otherwise.
f2 : velocity equivalent computed before resampling
and later interpolated
1 http://www.ebeam.com

f3 : x-coordinate after resampling and subtraction of
moving average
f4 : y-coordinate after resampling and normalization
f5,6 : angle α of spatially resampled and normalized
strokes (coded as sin α and cos α, and called “writing
direction”)
f7,8 : difference of consecutive angles ∆α = αt − αt−1
(coded as sin ∆α and cos ∆α, and called “curvature”)
In addition, we use on-line features which describe
the relation between a sample point st and its neighbors as described in [9] and altered.
f9 : logarithmic transformation of the aspect of the
trajectory between the points st−τ and st , whereby
τ < t denotes the τ th sample point before st . As this
aspect v (referred to as “vicinity aspect”),


∆y − ∆x
∆x = x(t) − x(t − τ )
v=
,
∆y = y(t) − y(t − τ ),
∆y + ∆x
tends to peak for small values of ∆y + ∆x, we narrow
its range by
f9 = sign(v) · log(1 + |v|).
f10,11 : angle ϕ between the line [st−τ , st ] and lower
line (coded as sin ϕ and cos ϕ, and called “vicinity
slope”)
f12 : the length of trajectory normalized by the
max(|∆x|; |∆y|) (“vicinity curliness”)
f13 : average square distance to each point in the
trajectory and the line [st−τ , st ]
The off-line features are:
f14−22 : a 3 × 3 subsampled bitmap slid along pen’s
trajectory (“context map”) to incorporate a 30 × 30
partition of the currently written letter’s actual image
f23−24 : number of pixels above/beneath the current
sample point st (the “ascenders” and “descenders”)

3. Discrete Single and Multiple Stream
HMMs and Vector Quantization
In this section we briefly summarize discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and discrete multiple
stream HMMs from a Graphical Model’s (GM, [2])
point of view and give a common notation. Then
vector quantization (VQ) is reviewed and the necessary feature normalization for on-line whiteboard
note recognition is explained.

3.1. Discrete single stream HMMs
The GM of a discrete single stream HMM λ with
the variable parameters λ = (A, B, π) and hidden
states s1 , . . . , sN is depicted in Fig. 1 left, where qt
denotes the state si which is occupied at time instance t. Matrix A, consisting of the entries aij =
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Figure 1. GM of a discrete single stream HMM (left)
and a discrete multiple stream HMM (right).

p(qt = sj |qt−1 = si ) thereby describes the timeinvariant probability of a state transition qt−1 →
qt , B, with entries bsi (ot ) = p(ot |si ) the discrete
emission-probability of each state si for each possible symbol ot and π = (πi , . . . , πN ) the initial state
distribution πi = p(q1 = si ) [15]. Given a certain
parameter set λ, the discrete HMM’s joint probability of the observation o = (o1 , . . . oT ) and the state
sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ) can be calculated to
p(o, q|λ) = p(q1 )·p(o1 |q1 )·

p(qt |qt−1 )·p(ot |qt ). (1)

t=2

By marginalizing, that is summing up Eq. 1 over all
possible state sequences q ∈ Q, and using the above
substitutions aij , bsi (ok ) and πi , the well-known production probability
p(o|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 bq1 (o1 )

T
Y

aqt−1 qt bqt (ot )

p(ot |si ) =

D
Y

(2)

t=2

is derived and can be computed efficiently using the
forward-algorithm [15]. The parameters λ of a HMM
can be trained using EM-Algorithm, in case of HMMs
known as Baum-Welch-algorithm [1].

3.2. Discrete multiple stream HMMs
In GM-notation, a discrete multiple stream HMM
with D observation streams and parameters λSt =
(A, B, π) producing the observation sequence O =
[o1 , . . . , oT ] is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 1.
It is the discrete counterpart of the “Multi-Stream”
HMM with equally weighted streams, as e. g. described in [14]. While the parameters A and π
have the same definition as for single stream HMMs,
the production probabilities of the discrete multiple
stream HMM are stored separately for each stream d

D
Y

p(ot (d)|si ) =

d=1

observed discrete node

T
Y

in B = {B1 , . . . , BD }. At each time instance t the observation ot = [ot (1), . . . , ot (D)] is produced, where
the observation ot (d) of stream d is produced statistically independently from all other streams given the
current state qt . This is indicated in Fig. 1:
bi (ot (d)) ≡ li (ot ).

d=1

(3)
The joint probability of the observation sequence O
and the state sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ) is then, similarly to Eq. 1, given by
p(O, q|λSt ) = p(q1 ) ·

D
Y

p(o1 (d)|si )·

d=1
T
Y

D
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) ·

t=2

p(ot (d)|si ).

(4)

d=1

Again, by marginalizing and using the substitutions
aij , πi , and Eq. 3 the production probability yields
p(O|λ) =

X

πq1 lq1 (o1 )

T
Y

aqt−1 qt lqt (ot ).

(5)

t=2

q∈Q

As indicated by the similar structure of Eqs. 2 and
5, the training algorithms for the discrete HMM as
described in [1] have to be slightly modified to handle
multiple streams.

3.3. Vector Quantization
In order to use discrete single or multiple stream
HMMs, all continuous observations O are assigned
to a stream of discrete observations o via quantization, whereby continuous, N -dimensional sequence
O = (f1 , . . . , fT ), ft ∈ RN of length T is mapped to
a discrete, one dimensional sequence of codebook indices ô = (fˆ1 , . . . , fˆT ), fˆt ∈ N provided by a codebook
C = (c1 , . . . , cNcdb ), ck ∈ RN containing |C| = Ncdb
centroids ci [12]. For N = 1 this mapping is called
scalar, and in all other cases (N ≥ 2) vector quantization (VQ).
Once a codebook C is generated, the assignment
of the continuous sequence to the codebook entries is
a minimum distance search
fˆt = argmin d(ft , ck ),

(6)

1≤k≤NCdb

where d(ft , ck ) is commonly the squared Euclidean
distance. The codebook C itself and its entries
ci are derived from a training set Strain containing
|Strain | = Ntrain training samples Oi by partitioning
the N -dimensional feature space defined by Strain into

Ncdb cells. This is performed by the well known kMeans algorithm as described e. g. in [12]. As stated
in [12], the centroids of a well trained codebook capture the distribution of the underlying feature vectors
p(f ) in the training data.
As the values of the features described in Sec. 2 are
neither mean nor variance normalized, each feature
fj is normalized to the mean µj = 0 and standard
derivation σj = 1, yielding the normalized feature f˜j .
Thereby the statistical dependencies of the features
are not changed.

4. Discrete HMM systems
In this section we briefly summarize the five different system topologies that are evaluated in Sec. 5.
System 1: The first system comprises the baseline system in which all normalized features
(f˜1 , . . . , f˜24 ) are jointly quantized by one codebook
and mapped to the discrete symbol fˆ. This results
in the single observation stream o = (fˆ1 , . . . , fˆT ).
As only one observation stream exists recognition is
performed by single stream HMMs as described in
Sec. 3.1. The same baseline system has been used in
our previous work [17].
System 2: To prove that the binary “pressure”
feature f1 is not adequately quantized by standard
VQ, the second system is used. All features except f1 are jointly quantized by the discrete symbol fˆr , resulting in one single observation stream
o = (fˆr,1 , . . . , fˆr,T ). Again, the single stream observations are recognized by single stream HMMs (Sec. 3.1)
(see also [17]).
System 3: In order to keep the exact value of
feature f1 , its values are directly used to form an
independent observation, where ot (1) in Eq. 3 becomes ot (1) = f1 (t), using the unnormalized values
of the feature. The remaining features (f˜2 , . . . , f˜24 )
are jointly quantized as in the second system, forming
a second observation ot (2) = fˆr (t). The two-stream
observation ot = (f1 (t), fˆr,t ) is then recognized using
two-stream HMMs as explained in Sec. 3.2.
System 4: Besides the discrete “pressure,” we use
other discrete features: the off-line features f14−24 .
In this system the values of each discrete feature, including f1 , form a separate stream. The remaining
features (f2−13 ) are jointly quantized and mapped by
the discrete symbol fˆon . Thus a 13-stream observation ot = (f1 , fˆon , f14 , . . . , f24 ) is derived and a 13stream HMM is applied for recognition.
System 5: The last system is motivated by
e. g. [16], in which the on-line and off-line features
form two separate observation streams. In this paper
we augment this approach by a further discrete ob-

servation stream formed by the values of f1 , whereby
the on-line features f˜2−13 are jointly quantized and
mapped to the discrete symbol fˆon and the off-line features f˜14−24 are mapped to the discrete symbol fˆoff .
Hence, a three-stream observation ot = (f1 , fˆon , fˆoff )
is obtained. As the on-line and off-line features are
quantized independently their codebook sizes Non
and Noff may differ. The optimal ratio R = Noff/Non
is found by experiment.

5. Experiments
The experiments presented in this section are
conducted on a database containing handwritten,
heuristically line-segmented whiteboard notes (IAMOnDB2 , [8]). Comparability of the results is provided
by using the settings of the writer-independent IAMonDB-t1 benchmark. The IAM-onDB-t1 benchmark
provides four writer-disjunct sets of arbitrary size:
one training set, two validation sets and a test set.
In this paper the training set is used for training, the
combination of both validation sets is used for validation, and the final tests are performed on the test
set. Our experiments use the same HMM topology
and number of states as in [9].
The following five experiments are conducted on
the combination of both validation sets and on each
system described in Sec. 4 at different codebook sizes.
As the number of observation streams varies, the number NPof “feature describing parameters” is fixed, i. e.
D
N = d=1 Nd where Nd is the number of codebook
entries of each observation stream d. To achieve comparability all experiments are performed for values of
N = 10, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 7500.
Experiment 1 (Exp. 1 ): Using the first system,
this experiment forms the baseline: all features are
quantized in one single stream. The results derived
on the validation sets are shown in Fig. 2 left. The
best character level accuracy is achieved for Ncdb =
5000 prototypes and yields ab = 62.6 %. The drop
in performance when further increasing the codebook
size to N = 7500 is due to sparse data [15].
Experiment 2 (Exp. 2 ): The inadequate quantization of the binary “pressure” feature is proven by
experiments on the second system. As Fig. 2 left
shows, only slight degradation in recognition performance compared to the baseline can be observed. In
fact, both codebook size-ACC curves run almost parallel. The peak rate of asys 2 = 62.5 % is once again
reached for a codebook size of Ncdb = 5000, which
equals a relative change of r = 0.2 %. This is rather
surprising as in [11] pressure is proven to be a relevant
feature in on-line whiteboard note recognition.
2 http://www.iam.unibe.ch/~ fki/iamnodb/
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Figure 2. Left: evaluation of different systems’ character level accuracies with respect to the codebook size N . Right:
character level accuracies for different codebook sizes and varying ratios R = Noff/Non of a three-stream HMM system
(where the three streams are formed by the values of the pressure, the jointly quantized on-line features using Non
centroids, and the jointly quantized off-line features using Noff centroids).

Experiment 3 (Exp. 3 ): The result of the previous experiment suggests that the discrete pressure information of feature f1 is not adequately quantized
by the vector quantizer. The third system allows the
direct use of the values of f1 as a separate observation
stream. The pressure information is thereby modeled
without loss. This results in no improvement. As
mentioned in Sec. 3.2, both observation streams are
modeled statistically independently. Although modeled without loss in a separate stream, the neglect of
the statistical dependencies between the pressure and
the remaining features inhibits any improvement.
Experiment 4 (Exp. 4 ): The previous experiment’s outcome might show that neglecting the statistical dependencies between the features influences the
recognition accuracy. Because in on-line handwritten
whiteboard note recognition other discrete features
besides the “pressure” feature are used, they can be
modeled in separate observation streams without loss
using the fourth system. The exact values of each
feature are thereby modeled without any loss while
their statistical dependencies are neglected. Peak performance of asys 4 = 60.6 % is reached for N = 5000,
which is a relative drop of r = −3.3 % compared to
the baseline system. This drop confirms the assumption that the statistical dependencies between features have an influence on the system’s performance.

Table 1. Final results of experiments 1,. . . ,5 and a
state-of-the-art continuous system [10] on the same
word level recognition task.

system
word acc.

Exp 1
(Ab )

Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4 Exp 5
[10]
(Asys 2 ) (Asys 3 ) (Asys 4 ) (Asys 5 )

63.5 % 63.3 % 63.6 % 61.0 % 66.5 % 65.2 %

Experiment 5 (Exp. 5 ): In this last experiment
the fifth system is evaluated. Three independent observation streams are formed consisting of the values of feature f1 , the jointly quantized on-line features f2−13 , and the jointly quantized off-line features
f14−24 . Both parameters, N = 2 + Noff + Non and the
ratio R = Noff/Non (where Non and Noff denotes the
number of centroids used to quantize the on-line and
off-line features), are found by experiment. Fig. 2
shows at right the character level accuracy at given
ratio R for different N . The peak rates which are
achieved for each N and corresponding optimal R are
plotted in Fig. 2 left. The highest character level accuracy rate of asys 5 = 64.8 % is reached for N = 5000
and Ropt = 0.105, i. e. Non = 4523 and Noff = 475
centroids are used to quantize the on-line and off-line
features respectively. This is a relative improvement
of r = 3.4 % compared to the baseline.

In order to prove the competitiveness of our systems the parameters and models which provide the
best results in the experiments Exp. 1,. . . , 5 are taken
to perform word level recognition on the test set of the
IAM-onDB-t1 benchmark. The results are compared
with the performance of a state-of-the-art continuous
recognition system [10] and shown in Tab. 1. The
highest word level accuracy of Asys 5 = 66.5 % can
be reported for the 5th system using three independent feature streams leading to an improvement of
r = 2.0 % relative (R = 1.3 % absolute) as compared
to the state-of-the-art system. A straightforward approach, i. e. jointly quantizing all features in a single
stream, leads to a word level accuracy of Ab = 63.5 %.
The three stream approach as perfomed in system five
therefore leads to a relative improvement of r = 4.5 %
compared to this baseline system.

6. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we intensively investigated the use
of discrete single and multiple stream HMMs. We
examined both the continuous and discrete features
typically used in on-line handwritten whiteboard note
recognition and their vector quantizations. These
quantizations introduce quantization errors. By conducting a series of experiments we showed, using the
“pressure” feature as example, that both the quantization of the features and the statistical dependencies between them influence recognition performance.
This assumption is confirmed by the observation that
recognition accuracy considerably drops if the statistical dependencies between the features are neglected,
even though they are modeled without loss in separate streams. However, we also showed that a singlestream discrete HMM baseline system using jointly
quantized features can be outperformed by r = 4.5 %
relative in word level accuracy using a three-stream
discrete HMM system which models the pressure,
the on-line features and the off-line features independently.
Finally our discrete systems were compared to
a state-of-the-art continuous system as presented
in [10], yielding an improvement of r = 2.0 % relative in word level accuracy.
As our experiments indicate, the statistical dependencies between the features have an impact on the
system’s performance. In future work we therefore
plan to study these influences in further detail in order to achieve an optimal feature stream selection.
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